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### Additional commentary and evaluation

*Present your opinion to achieved primary goals of thesis, e.g. level of theoretical results, level and functionality of technical or software conception, publication performance, experimental dexterity etc.*

Mr. Denys Postoialko has created a functional prototype that passed most of the required tests. After the minor modification, it can meet all the prescribed tests by the standards and can therefore be further used as the basis for commercially produced products of SIEMENS.
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### III. OVERALL EVALUATION, QUESTIONS FOR DEFENSE, CLASSIFICATION SUGGESTION

Mr. Denys Postoialko approached the production and testing of IO-Link device minimal design actively from the beginning of the entire project. He also took all the steps necessary to transform the table with the specified parameters into a prototype of a device the functionality of which he properly tested.

The student demonstrated his knowledge and skills to the extent that the device passed most of the demanding tests in the first design. Simultaneously he already work on the second design, which we expect to meet all the requirements.

I have no questions for defense.

I evaluate handed thesis with classification grade **B - very good.**
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